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MICHAEL SAVAGE PREDICTED THE CHAOS THAT IS OBAMA'S LEGACY. NOW HE TELLS US

WHETHER THE DESTRUCTION CAN BE STOPPED! The prophetic author of the bestselling

Government Zero, Dr. Michael Savage is back with his most urgent and powerful work.  Listeners to

Dr. Savage's top-rated radio talk show, The Savage Nation, know him to be an articulate and

engaged spokesman for traditional American values of borders, language, and culture. Now, after

eight divisive years of Barack Obama, Dr. Savage lays out an irrefutable case for how our nation

has been undermined by terrorists from without, by anarchists from within, by a president and

politicians with contempt for the Constitution and the law, and by a complicit liberal media. With

words and topics that are as insightful as they are timely, he makes an ironclad case for the dangers

we face from Hillary Clinton and her fellow travelers in the progressive movement. He also explains

why Donald Trump may be one of the two best hopes for America's future as we try to regain

control of our government, our country, and our national soul. The other hope? As Dr. Savage

explains in some of his most heartfelt and passionate words, it is we, the people: the ordinary

"Eddies," as he calls them-motivated, roused, and engaged. This book is about much more than an

election. It is a veteran commentator and celebrated raconteur providing a blueprint for how to

regain our cherished freedoms and our national identity . . . before they are lost forever.
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Michael Savage has long been criticized for exaggerating the threats that we face from the left. He



says Obama tramples on the Constitution and is intentionally destroying our culture. He has called

Pelosi the worst person in politics. He has talked of a coming civil war.Looking at the headlines,

itâ€™s clear that Savage is less hyperbolic and more prophetic.Things are bad, and they're getting

worse. In this book, Savage details how Obama and the left elite have led a â€˜scorched earthâ€™

campaign to intentionally destroy institutions and resources that have made America great.

Obamaâ€™s big accomplishments are a trashed border and a flood of illegal immigrants, the

insidious tyranny of political correctness, and the upheaval of authority in our military, and an

undermining of moral structure in our churches. Like military scorched earth campaigns,

Obamaâ€™s warpath has left our country devastated and less capable of rebounding than ever.Of

course, this book is not all doom and gloom. Savage offers what he sees as the most important

things we can do to overcome the tragic destruction. It will not be surprising that Savage sees

Trump as a key to the solution. Savage also champions the good, hardworking persons that have

long defined this country, who Savage calls â€˜Eddiesâ€™. With this contingent and leadership that

stands for America and not against it, there is hope.I recommend this for anyone who is tired of the

propaganda the left is constantly barraging us with. For anyone who wants a fuller examination of

how we got into this mess, I recommend the brilliant

The book by Michael Savage is a book that goes into reality of the state of country. You can see a

genuine effort to safeguard the country. Conservative movement is dying in America. One has to

have a balance of ideas. You cannot have Liberalism rule the country for decades. To look from an

insider perspective is what Savage has done. I do not agree with many of republican ideals, but

definitely lean towards it than liberal ideas. I am a vegan, whole food plant based and also proud to

say stand for conservative values. I stand for fiscal and social conservativisms. I believe

Government should be small and stand for even abolishing IRS and federal tax. This book looks

into that aspect and he lays down practical solutions like deporting all illegal aliens who are in USA

in prison. What the hell is wrong with that. Why should the taxpayers pay for murderers and rapists

in prison? You cannot deport all illegal people but at least stop them, Any sane country will stop the

influx of illegal. (By definition they are ILLEGAL). Savage is just screaming these from mountain top.

What is wrong with that?His description of abortions and how American population is decreasing

makes perfect sense. The book talks a lot of Islam. Read with an open mind. Islamic forces have

systematically plundered all religions and civilizations for over 1000 years. Just think without any

preconceived notions and the book makes perfect sense. I am myself a legal immigrant paying

every penny of a tax to US and can fully relate to the pains of the American psyche. Savage does



not mean Islamic people are bad in any sense, he is highlighting to the terror posed and they are all

practical. You cannot come to USA and expect to follow Sharia law. Saudi does not even permit

churches or temples to be constructed.
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